
 

Country_Me

Kennedy, Jr.'s record for many years going up against Corp Corruption and WINNING tells me he will do

what he says. I don't agree with him on everything but there is no one I agree with on everything. He does

come closest to my views. He has made it CLEAR he is totally against the WEF's agenda including against

their Climate Control agenda. He is risking his life exposing some things. Biden will not even give him SS

protection which IMO is pathetic. Of course some in his family are against him with some of them working

in the Biden Administration. Kennedy, Jr. is the only one I'm voting for!
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Guillermou

Yes, many favorable actions of RFKJr. VIDEO: ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR.: MEDIA CENSORSHIP

UNDERMINES INDEPENDENT NEWS www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-

content/uploads/2023/07/rfk-1st-amendmen..  Washington, DC, is a swamp that desperately needs to

be drained "We have no resemblance to a government that believes in a republic. We don't have

honest money. We don't have integrity. We don't even have people in Washington who even pretend

that you're supposed to." tell the truth," Paul said during a recent interview, shared by Jones, about the

true state of the union. Paul would continue in the segment criticizing congressmen for lying on their

resumes to get hired for public o�ce, as well as lying while swearing to defend the Constitution,

which almost none of them do.

"I think there has been a coup d'tat and it has been assumed," Paul added, clarifying that he believes

the real coup occurred "the day Kennedy was assassinated by our government, by the CIA." Kennedy

was threatening the deep state at the time with promises to return the country to sound currency, i.e.

no more usurious �at currency controlled by a cartel of private central banks, i.e. the Federal Reserve.

To this day, that blow has persisted and has only become more direct as more and more Americans

throw up their hands in apathy.

"Event 201 was a pandemic simulation, a coronavirus pandemic simulation, that took place in October

2019. No one had heard of the coronavirus until January, so three months later," RFK Jr. explained.

RFK Jr. would go on to explain how big tech companies were involved in the whole thing, as well as

the three-letter agencies in DC. They all worked in unison, hence the name Operation Lockstep, to

silence free speech and the First Amendment. as we plunge We the People into a police state of

medical fascism. www.infowars.com/posts/video-ron-paul-and-rfk-jr-call-out-cia-for-kenn..  (2023).---
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Country_Me

Heyyyy there Guillermou, not sure if you will see this since noti�cations are only sent to the OP on

replies but hope you do. It's always an honor to see you replying to my comments. You are so

supportive of everyone here and your knowledge is just superb and just amazes me how much you

know! This site is really blessed to have you here.
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grulla

I see Mandel as an ad-libber in this RFK jr./Mandel "debate", something he his very well familiar with

as an experienced comedian.
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har1272

RFK, Jr. has my vote, if he is allowed by the power brokers to run.
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nan5159

Ditto!

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

pdg1958

Didn't Kennedy once advocate that so-called climate deniers be sent to prison? www.msn.com/en-

us/news/politics/�ashback-rfk-jr-once-called-for-jaili..  Although, Kennedy may have some views I

agree with, i.e. The Vax and against the WEF agenda, he is a democrat afterall and is not to be trusted.
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Guillermou

The American people and the entire world need governments to defend freedom of expression. This

freedom of expression has achieved a great victory for the Canadian trucker demonstrations. In a

statement provided to The Defender, lawyers for Canadian Frontline Nurses said: “We are proud to be

the party that initiated the application to the Federal Court challenging the government's invocation of

the Emergencies Act in response to the Freedom Convoy protest.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/canadian-truckers-big-victory-trud..  (01/24/2024).---- Strange

experience watching the House hearing where Robert F. Kennedy Jr.

was testifying. The topic was censorship and how and to what extent federal government agencies

under two administrations forced social media companies to remove posts, ban users and limit

content. The majority stated their case. The strange thing was the minority reaction at all times. They

tried to shut down RFK. They proposed going into executive session so the public couldn't hear the

proceedings. The effort failed. They then yelled at his words when they questioned him. They savagely

slandered and defamed him. They even started with an attempt to prevent him from speaking, and

eight Democrats voted for that. This was a hearing about censorship and they were trying to censor

him.

Think about that for a second. Just made the point clear. It's in the First Amendment for a reason- It

became so dire that RFK was forced to give a brief tutorial on the importance of freedom of

expression as an essential right, without which all other rights and freedoms are in danger. Even those

words he could barely say given the rancor in the room. It is fair to say that freedom of expression,

even as a fundamental principle, is in serious trouble. We can't even reach a consensus on the basics.

dailyreckoning.com/kennedy-schools-dems-on-free-speech  (2023).----
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ZTFZTF

RFK. Jr., has my vote, as well. He's the only candidate with the guts, will, and proven ability to crush

Deep State.
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Guillermou

SHARYL ATTKISSON FEARLESS REPORTING NOW SAYS THAT HOMELAND SECURITY SECY.

MAYORKAS PERSONALLY DECLINED PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR.’S REQUEST

FOR SECRET SERVICE PROTECTION; WHY?--- If the rule (& I may stand corrected) is to give

presidential candidates Secret Service protection (maybe leading candidates?) then why deny Bobby

Jr.? They want Trump killed & now Bobby Jr.?---

substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,�_progressive:steep/ht..  (02/21/2024)
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Guillermou

ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR.: BREAKING FREE FROM THE TWO-PARTY SYSTEM | GUEST COMMENTARY.

By MERYL NASS. Bobby broke into the MSM--this is from the Baltimore Sun!

merylnass.substack.com/p/robert-f-kennedy-jr-breaking-free?utm_source=..  (02/14/2024).--
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MMaster

to ZTFZTF. RFK Jr. is PART of the Deep State. He may reverse a few issues, but he cannot crush the

Deep State since he is part of it. A few good views don't offset his promotion of gun control, to remove

OUR only means of protecting ourselves against the Deep State, nor his schizophrenia supporting the

right of SOME children to be free of deadly vaccines while throwing OTHER children in the trash by

supporting the "right" of abortionists to slice them apart with knives. It has always been the case that

some human beings are found to be less than human so we can oppress, enslave, and kill them. RFK

Jr has proven that he is not exempt from this. It is no better than if he said people with dark skin are

not fully human.

He thinks the tiniest children are not fully human. That makes him ineligible to run for DOG CATCHER,

let alone President of the United States. WEF and the Deep State want to cut the population in half.

How can he oppose WEF while supporting one of their main means of carrying out this goal? Finally,

RFK Jr is not interested in protecting children from being mutilated in service of the myth of being

born into the wrong body. He denies the fact that one's gender is in the DNA of EVERY CELL OF THE

BODY and that no amount of surgery and DRUGS (yes, drugs!) can change that fact. Ignorant of basic

biology. We don't need someone with that fundamental level of ignorance in the White House.
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CountryMe

pdg1958 NO, he did not say that! Find the unedited video if you want to know the truth about what he

said! I have SEEN both the edited one and the unedited one which clearly shows what was edited out

of that one making it look like he said something he did not say!
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CountryMe

MMaster Bobby's views on gun control he said IF BOTH Republicans and Dems pass a bill he would

sign it which I doubt would ever happen and he probably thought the same when he said it. You did

hear when Trump said out of his own mouth when he would take their guns FIRST and due process

second! It's easy to �nd. As far as abortion seems like you are wanting to make Bobby look like he

supports abortion when he supports choice which is a big difference. He has made it clear he thinks

abortions are a travesty! But the government shouldn't be making that decision. Are you okay with

making a woman bring to term a baby that the doctor said will not live once born because there is no

heartbeat or other medical problems.

I think that's just as cruel and exactly why the decision should be made between the doctor and the

expecting mother. Someone can be totally against abortions for themselves but not want to make that

decision for others. Trump puts out a lot of hate to those that disagree with him as well as parts of his

record I do not support. I sure don't support Biden's record, either. There is not a perfect candidate but

Bobby's record for many years �ghting corruption is one I support and why I will vote for him!
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har1272...The DNC decides who runs on the Dem party ticket. DNC is a leftist club and lets anyone

into their Tent who votes for everything woke. RFK Jr. does not have a chance except as an

independent.
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juststeve

It seems anything uniquely American and has once worked has been shut down or turned upside down.

What is causing this? Please forgive me as this was listened to, copied and written on the �y. From a

citizen of Poland and survivor of Hitler & Stalin, no way I could hope to spell this name. "If someone is

honestly 55% right, that's very good & it's no use wrangling. And if someone is right 60% it is wonderful, it

is great luck & Thank God. What is to be made about 75% right, why do people say this is suspicious?

What about 100% right? Whoever says he is 100% right is a fanatic, a thug & a rascal." RFKJR has worked

with Doc, with Barbara Loe Fisher, many environmentalists on the issues of toxins in the environment,

Glyphosate, devastating Farming methods, autism & standard Vax's needing proper safety studies, High

Tech Snooping, Digital Banking, WEF/WHO dictator initiatives & much more for years, even decades.

Yet after & still being silenced by Legacy Media for decades still �ghting and Winning. RFKJR who knows

and understand the Corporate Capture of Gov'ts, both Political Parties, watchdog institutions, Legacy

Media, Trade Journals and more. Is there any candidate who has a background wading through the Deep

Tangles of Weeds with Actual Awareness of much or any of these things, and addressed them in real

meaningful ways?

He while is not our Saviour and all depends on his shoulders. He is our best chance for We, the People, of

bringing all these issues out and in front of all the Bull Spit issues spoon fed to Divide & Conquer to Rule

us. His efforts re�ect the need to reach and �nd those issues we agree on, not to focus on issues

designed to divide us. Then many of those divisive issue dry up and blow away. Much if not most of the

Power & control has a chance to get challenged & diminished. Even hopefully, replaced with sanity.
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Guillermou

Yes Just, great cooperations from RFKJr with people who want freedom of expression and �ght for a

better world. CAMPAIGNING FOR THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN HEALTH AND FREEDOM A SPECIAL

INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. BY DR. JOSEPH MERCOLA

mercola.�leburst.com/PDF/ExpertInterviewTranscripts/DrJosephMercola-R..  .---- WILL WE SEE

ANOTHER KENNEDY IN THE WHITE HOUSE?- INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR.

www.bitchute.com/.../nZw8jd3cJQOD  .---- A great independent president is needed to �ght for

freedom. As long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not

changed much, in fact they have been strengthened: in�uencing so that the information is what �ts

the pharmaceutical lobby and dictating laws that bene�t those in power.

Therefore, any interest group longs to hire those who achieve “results.” People who dedicate their

lives to seeking political rents represent an enormous opportunity cost. The most important lobbies

correspond to in�uential economic sectors. We know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby:

one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and it is where corruption is

caught with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with the “vaccines” in the decisions of

the mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all types

of medications while alternative medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

Large technology and media companies contribute to and manage the advancement of society, with

enormous amounts of money to invest and managing billions of data. Not only do they cause

tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage the market and

competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society.
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Guillermou

Lobbies try to in�uence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work

consists not so much in directly pressuring, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes

political authorities to be inclined to what they want. they look for. In short, the function of these

lobbies, their business, is to remove those at the bottom to give the money to those at the top. It is

clear that the way corporations in�uence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health

of humanity. Robert F. Kennedy Jr. (RFK Jr.) accused the mainstream media (MSM) of acting as

"propaganda organs" for government agencies.

He made this accusation during an appearance on the "Lex Fridman Podcast," adding that the MSM

played a major role in an "organized conspiracy" by censoring anyone who questioned the narrative.

"In fact, I think the entire �eld of journalism has been embarrassed in recent years," he told Fridman. "If

you look at what happened during the pandemic, it was the opposite of that type of journalism." "The

major press organs of this country... were broadcasting propaganda.

They became propaganda organs for government agencies. In effect, they were censoring the speech

of anyone who disagreed, of those who have no power." According to the presidential candidate, the

role of the media is to speak truth to power and safeguard the freedom of expression guaranteed by

the First Amendment. When the media colludes with powerful entities to manipulate public opinion,

they become an instrument of authoritarian government. This, RFK Jr. added, undermines the essence

of journalism in a democracy. www.zerohedge.com/political/rfk-jr-blasts-medias-organized-

conspiracy-..  (2023)
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juststeve

For those who may not know, Howie Mandell is an obsessive Germaphob who will not even shake

hands without gloves or antiseptic wash to use after. To also keep in mind, Howie is not an exception,

he is joined by many throughout the nation. He, like RFKJR, Myself came up in a time when it was

preached from every corner - germs, germs, germs. This made for a germophobic nation, who brought

up children with even deeper fears and pliable for each and every new Vax. Also, under the radar for

the older crowd was as each new vax was added, there was not a level of close attention needed to

know just how our descendants were getting loaded up on, and so many of us being asleep at the

wheel why this may not be good. Let alone how young an age they were given, how many, were

combined, then done under No Liability.
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Guillermou

Also. In an exclusive interview with freelance news anchor and former Fox News host Tucker Carlson,

presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Jr. warned the public that there are 36,000 full-time "death

scientists" developing deadly pathogens as possible biological weapons throughout the United States.

RFK Jr. pointed the �nger at Dr. Anthony Fauci, former director of the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID). He accused Fauci of being responsible for the development of biological

weapons. (Related: RFK Jr. on Fauci's role in developing bioweapons and how Bill Gates pro�ts from

COVID lies.) "In 2014, 300 scientists wrote to President [Barack] Obama and said, 'You have to shut

down Anthony Fauci because he is going to create a microbe that will cause a global pandemic,'" RFK

Jr.

said during the interview. . He added that, as a result, Obama had signed a moratorium that led to the

closure of 18 biological weapons experiments, most of which took place in North Carolina under the

direction of scientist Ralph Baric. However, instead of obeying the moratorium, Fauci moved most of

his operations overseas. RFK Jr. said that most of the "operations ended up mainly in the Wuhan

laboratory, which is a military laboratory [...] and many of them went to Ukraine." RFK Jr.

told Carlson: "We have biological laboratories in Ukraine because we are developing biological

weapons." The Democratic presidential candidate gave more details about the connection between the

development of biological weapons and the creation of vaccines. "When you develop biological

weapons, you need a vaccine, so they are developed in parallel because in 100 percent of the cases,

when a biological weapon is deployed, there is a blowback. Their side also gets sick," he said.

slaynews.com/news/rfk-jr-death-scientists-developing-killer-bioweapons..  (2023)
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juststeve

Yes Gui, who needs Nature to provide pandemics when they can be created in a lab, and then maybe, if

no one screws up, an antidote can be made to save those deemed to be worthy. Cinder Klaus,

(Schwab,) Und ve create dis verld und now ve are in the process of creating Heaven too! Ya, Own

Nothing, be Happy, eat lots of bugs. Ya.
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wareagle82

"It seems anything uniquely American and has once worked has been shut down or turned upside

down. What is causing this?" Some years ago, during a different administration, I came across this

thought process: when the usual explanations for why an idea, action, or policy did not work as stated

are not satisfactory, you have to consider alternative explanations, no matter how 'out there' they may

originally appear. Because those explanations are all that's left. The usual reasons are incompetence,

stupidity, bad advice, poor implementation, and some others. That's well and good once, maybe twice.

But when failure occurs at scale, that can only be achieved by intent.

In other words, what normal people see as bugs, the people behind the action see as features. The

cause of what you see happening is people working to achieve that result - to tear down everything

that once de�ned America as unique. No other explanation works. I've tried to make the usual ones

work. They don't. It is statistically impossible to be wrong as most of us would de�ne it on the border,

Ukraine, in�ation/economy, crime, the miseducation of our kids, attempts to silence opposing voices,

etc. Any one of those probably could be explained in one of the usual ways, but not all of them.

We may refer to people in DC as morons but they're not stupid; they're typically not affected by the

consequences of their own ideas. Just look at the current freakout in former sanctuary cities who are

living with the results of their own preference. Sorry to be long-winded, but your question caught my

eye and it's one many people ask. The cause is the one thing no one wants to hear, the one thing we

are programmed to not expect. Who wants to think that the country's leadership is actively working

against its constituents, but that's the only possible answer left.
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WillieBe

My concern with Kennedy is who he would appoint to his administration and who he would appoint to

the SCOTUS. If he brings in establishment Democrats, then we can stick a fork in the US. They will

stab him in the back, just like the established RINO’s did to Trump. Whoever Kenned chooses, will

need con�rmation through the Senate. A Republican Senate will not con�rm outside choices. A

Democrat controlled Senate marches in lockstep with their party’s far left agenda. They will force him

to take from within. Personally, I would like to see Trump win, and bring Kennedy into his

administration. Trump has the experience as President, and the background in economics, while

Kennedy has the wisdom and legal background in the medical, pharmaceutical and environmental

�elds. Together, they could do great things for the American people.
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"It seems anything uniquely American and has once worked has been shut down or turned upside

down. What is causing this?" - I believe it's happened because there is no longer any authentic

accountability for *any* agency/anyone who leaves the moral pathway, especially in regard to the

unelected bureaucrats. On top of which so many people these days have no problem breaking the law

if they know that they're dealing with someone who can't afford to protect his/her rights via litigation.

And let's face it, most of us can't afford it.

- Yet another reason I support Kennedy. He knows how to litigate and by doing so speaks for all of us.

- I like to see his serious lawyerly look which reminds me a bit of Abe Lincoln's portraits because along

with the intelligence, con�dence, and determination there's also a sorrowful element, no doubt due to

RFK's traumatic losses during his childhood. His life experiences - both the tragic episodes and those

of good fortune - have thankfully inspired him to work for the good of humanity and in bettering the

world.
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Guillermou

The media is against him... when they mention it. The Biden administration denied him protection

when his life was threatened in September.  Clearly, the “powers that be” see it as a threat to the

status quo  Which means there must be more to RFK Jr. than they're letting on.   It's an un�ltered,

behind-the-scenes unraveling of one of the most captivating stories of our time. Behind the Headlines:

The Untold Story of An American Icon From The Producer Of On Native Soil, Fahrenhype 9/11, And The

Groundbreaking Hit: The Real Anthony Fauci Movie Comes A Fascinating New Documentary And

Based On The New York Times Best Selling Author’s Biography Watch As We Uncover The True

Essence Of An American Icon: THE REAL RFK, JR therealrfkjrmovie.com/trailer1/?

sub4=a7cd9e5e20524927809f92908c52f718&..  
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Guillermou

RFK JR. EXPOSES UKRAINE AS A MONEY LAUNDERING SCHEME’ FOR BLACKROCK This is insane.

Robert Kennedy Jr. reports: “Even if the Ukraine war ended today, we’re still going to spend half a

trillion there rebuilding the country. The contracts to rebuild it are even bigger than the war contracts.”

But get this: Mitch McConnell has essentially admitted that the money is not going to Ukraine but to

military contractors. That’s good news for General Dynamics, Boeing, and Lockheed Martin. But “who

do you think owns every one of those companies?” Kennedy asked. The answer: BlackRock. “It’s all

just a money laundering scheme.” vigilantfox.substack.com/p/rfk-jr-exposes-ukraine-as-a-money?

utm_sourc..  (02/16/2024).---
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MMaster

Many people are forgetting one critically important thing. RFK Jr is for gun control. If he opposes the

only MEANS we have of protecting our rights, all his talk about supporting our rights is totally

meaningless or worse. Moreover, since he is for gun control, he DOES NOT UNDERSTAND THE

CONSTITUTION. Without that understanding, he does not belong in the White House. He can do far

more good right where he is, as a litigator.
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MMaster:  RFK, Jr., states: "I support the Constitution - that includes the second amendment.' -- From

a June 6, 2023 Epoch Times article:   www.theepochtimes.com/us/i-support-the-constitution-that-

includes-the-..
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Naplam

Juststeve, I hear you. I feel the same way every time a good Republican loses to a bad Republican

simply because of their stance on abortion. During the 2000 Republican Primaries, John McCain was

ahead in all the poles and was winning. Bush was a DISTANT second place! McCain had right at 50%

and Bush had like 30% and the remaining candidates were below 20%. I don't recall if it was 20/20 or

60 minutes or Meet The Press. It was probably MTP because I actually watched that program 24 years

ago.

There were rumors going around that McCain supported abortion. I believe Tim Russert asked him to

explain his position on abortion. Rather than just immediately answering with "I DON'T SUPPORT IT"

he hymn-hawed around and basically dodged the question. The next poling came out just days before

the end of the Republican Primary and suddenly Bush was ahead! Bush eked out the win for the

Republican nominee as a result. It would behoove RFK to let go of some of the Left/Right partisan

political sticking points.

If you're a Republican you won't vote for anyone who supports gun control and climate change is

another problem. It's a very divisive topic. I've done years of research on CO2 and there's absolutely

nothing dangerous about it. All life on this planet ceases to exist without it. Plants grow exponentially

better and bare more fruit when CO2 concentrations are above 800ppm (that's a fact). Our current

level is a plant starving 410ppm! Core samples show that for the past 550 million years the average

CO2 level of the planet has been over 1,000ppm.

They also show that we have an ice age every 150 million years. It is literally like clockwork. The

reason we think the planet is warming is because we are coming out of an ice age. Rather than call it

global warming or climate change, why not call it what it really is: "The End of the Quaternary Ice Age".

Look it up. We are in the Quaternary Ice Age. If RFK would call it what it is he might get more votes.
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Naplam

On that last note, the next time you see a High School or College student, ask them what ice age we

are in. I guarantee you that 99.9% of them won't know the answer. That's the problem! Not only do they

not know we are in an Ice Age, they are all brainwashed into believing all life on this planet will end if

CO2 isn't brought to net ZERO! That's INSANE!! It is well documented that when CO2 levels fall below

150ppm, all life on the planet ends. We are at 410ppm and RFK wants to lower it??? WOW! We could

solve the food shortages around the world by simply raising the CO2 levels above 600ppm.

If he's as educated on the environment as he claims to be and he is still on the CO2 bandwagon, then

he has serious issues. I've been researching this topic too. I was a climate activist until I actually got

educated on the topic. It is nothing but activism. It's being used by the left to capture the in�uential

minds of those under 30. RFK is old enough and smart enough to call climate change the hoax that it

is.
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Rosebud10000

Spot on analysis Dr. Mercola. I watched this interview when it aired and cringed for Mandel and his

daughter. I have watched RFK junior stay calm in the face of hysterical ignorance on other occasions too.

He is truly masterful at keeping connection to his heart, brain and memory bank while under �re. On all

occasions the other party, by their ignorance, has only helped him illuminate his points. The only time I

have seen RFK jnr lose his cool slightly was on the topic of Israel and it did him no favours. I for one can

learn from him about keeping calm and connected when discussing highly charged issues. I wish I was

American so I could support his campaign. What a gift to the world his presidency will be!
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Guillermou

The hopeful reality is that RFK Jr., intends to destroy the Deep State and hold Big Pharma responsible

for the "vaccines" that killed and harmed people around the world. The war against Covid was in many

ways an action of the national security State, something similar to a military operation promoted and

administered by the intelligence services in close cooperation with the administrative State. War and

censorship go together because it is wartime that allows ruling elites to declare that ideas alone are

dangerous to the goal of defeating the enemy. RFK, Jr., also urged the public to sign a petition against

the imminent takeover of the World Health Organization (WHO) through the amendment of the

International Health Regulations (IHR) and the closely related Pandemic Treaty, which seeks to

assume power and dominance in all health matters above the sovereignty of its 194 member states.

Kennedy's CHD's #TheGreatFreeset campaign provides an opportunity to resist the centralization of

power by the WHO and the World Economic Forum's "Great Reset" initiative. It is an opportunity to

disrupt the WHO's ongoing plans for global consolidation of power. "The world we leave to our

children depends on us rolling back the WHO's global governance agenda. We cannot overstate the

importance of resisting this ultimate consolidation of power in a few sinister hands that have no

regard for our health or our best interests. ". read the campaign description!
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juststeve

It's a joy to watch RFKJR respond and act in a calm meaningful way. Not much reasonable interaction

like this seen in decades. And who else is addressing the issue of WHO? A few drips here and there in

Legacy Media and those promoting the Globalist Agenda. Here March is just a whisper away, and May

is not that much further away.
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way3658

Rosebud, As a Canadian, I echo your thoughts.  Bobby understands more than most that to confront is

not to castigate. I give a huge thank you to the Doc for this link, as I would not have seen the interview

had I not been a many years follower of this site, which has been a major catalyst for me in my journey

to take control of my health.  I am especially thrilled to have a link to send the many friends,

acquaintances and family who have never heard Bobby’s clear views on so many widely-ranging

topics, and who sadly can only parrot the trope of the MSM, like the Captured Broadcast Media, aka

CBC, here in Canada.  Go Bobby!
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sasntalla

I watched Kennedy answer a question about how he could stay calm and focused in the face of such

ignorance, vitriol, and actual danger. I’ll horribly paraphrase it, but his answer was something to the

effect that he is striving for truth and peace, and he would do his part and the chips would fall where

they would. He was only responsible for doing what he is called to do. I try to remember that in

conversations with angry, ignorant people.
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yon3943

I had to turn off the Mandel interview half way thru, couldn't listen anymore to that idiot spout. What

JustSteve has described about him being "a germaphobe" rings a bell in memory now. So, I take the

point about RFKjr's "classiness" under �re and don't need to subject myself to anymore self-abuse by

continuing to listen. But it does serve to remind what we're up against in this society: ignorance and

programmed indoctrination.
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MMaster

Being respectful isn't enough. He is outright wrong on some issues. He believes humans cause global

warming. We all know that this belief is leading to all sorts of inhumane practices and practices that are

destroying life on earth. He only wants to protect SOME children. He is OK with legal abortion. He wants to

protect children from vaccines, but not from the abortionist's knife. Nor does he want to give us women

legal protection from abortionists. Given that abortion is an atrocity also committed on mothers, this is

unacceptable. We women need and deserve legal protection from abortionists, and people who coerce us

into abortion; we deserve better than abortion.

RFK Jr. is a socialist, and his stance on "rich uncle" is a demonstration of that. Who is going to pay for all

those "rich uncles"? The taxpayer, that's who. Just like the �asco with student loans, where leadership is

trying to stiff everyone else for someone's failure to pay off their student debt. Being right on two issues

(vaccines and Ukraine) is not enough. Nobody's perfect. But you have to choose the person who supports

the most rights for us.

And hope that you can educate him on the remaining issues. Even if that person doesn't have a civil

tongue. JFK Jr. is basically a Democrat who gets it right on one critically important issue, but is wrong on

nearly everything else. Don't vote for the "attractive" candidate. That's what dumb voters do. Be a smart

voter. Vote for the person who will preserve as many of our liberties as possible and who won't rob us

blind. As far as vaccines go, at least most of us are still alive to �ght against them, unlike unborn children.

And that is important.
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MannaFood

I appreciate Kennedy's stance on vaccines but I could never vote for him. Besides the issues you

posted, he is also for Gun Control (disarmament) and supports other "gender confusion" practices.
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MMaster

MannaFood, I totally agree. I forgot to mention those issues. Thanks for reminding me.
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CountryMe

Just to post the entire context what Kennedy, Jr said is IF BOTH SIDES BOTH Republicans AND Dems

passed a bill on gun control he would sign it. I do not think that will ever happen and he probably

doesn't think so either. Why don't you add your views on when Trump said out of his own mouth he

would take their guns FIRST and due process second?? I am voting for Kennedy, Jr based on his

record of going against corp corruption and I agree with his views on not polluting our air and soil just

like I will not vote for Biden or Trump based on their record of the things they did that I do not agree

with!
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Naplam

Countryme, RFK means well, but I can't support anyone who supports the current climate change

narrative. He's also against the use of fossil fuels for energy and he supports electric vehicles. Then

he backs gun control. Those are like the top 4 reasons I would NOT vote for someone! The whole

vaccine thing is controversial. He will tell you he's not anti-vax. He and all his family are vaccinated.

He simply doesn't believe in mRNA jabs as vaccines and he has serious issues with vaccine

manufacturers not having any liability. That's a strong/good reason to vote for him, especially if you

agree with climate change and gun control.

I don't know who he will pull votes from. The never Trumpers will de�nitely vote for him. Those who

are tired of the mumbling/fumbling Biden will vote for him. That maybe 15% of the vote?

Approximately 45% of people call themselves Independents now. If he got half of those voters that's

another 23%. That's 38%. He might could pull that off! My biggest fear is the Dems will pull a slick one

and replace Biden with Newsome. He is a Marxist.
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Country_Me

So Naplam I guess you are not voting for Trump, either, since he said out of his own mouth when he

would take their guns �rst and due process second. That's reason enough to never trust him on that

issue if that's a priority issue for you. He is also against the WEF climate control agenda so that's the

main thing to me is that he is not going to ban meat or stoves or anything like the WEF would. I agree

with not polluting our soil and waters! Yes, he's had some vaccines but he's for CHOICE. Too many

people love the vaccines for them to ever be banned so the main thing to me is someone that's for

choice and I do believe he wants better safety testing. He had a mother visit him with a lot of

information about vaccines and told him she would not leave until he looked at it so before that is

when he had so many vaccines. After he saw all the information is when he started promoting better

testing and he was de�nitely against the Covid vaccine!!!

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

tjl8425

I sure hope I live to see the day that vaccines and 5G are banned. I hope I live to see the towers being

knocked over and the cameras removed.
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bee70578

Yes, in Plymouth UK where we had 110 mature trees removed by the council at night, from our unique

city centre, the public were under the impression that it was for (completely unnecessary btw)

'regeneration.' Now we see the quirky new plan includes high intensity street lighting every 30 yards

with 5G connected cameras, treating us all as potential criminals, with facial recognition, and also

turning supermarkets and now-empty shops into tiny apartments . Sound familiar?  A council smear

campaign has been adopted towards a group 'STRAW' that legitimately acquired an injunction to stop

the work after a polling showing clear public disapproval for the changes and was was completely

ignored. You have to wonder how so many dishonest players have gotten into power in so many

places.
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grulla

"I sure hope I live to see the day that vaccines and 5G are banned." In view of the recent news item that

Russia (or any other country) is planning a nuclear strike that would decimate the orbiting satellites,

as well as yesterday's ATT "minor" outage, (who I indirectly rely on for my Consumer Cellular Home

Phone service), I wholly concur. People should try to opt fom satellite telecom out�ts and subscribe

where ever possible to those telco companies that rely on buried �ber optic cable, at least for

stationery applications. And of course I object to those vaxxes as well.
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ICONOCLAST

On the subject of vaccines.  TUCKER CARLSON INTERVIEWS STEVE KIRSCH. 23rd FEB 2024.

youtu.be/Mnn4ZqeKxVM
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gib8468

The level of ignorance displayed by the interviewers was stunning. RFK, Jr. did a good job responding but

it didn't seem like they really listened or that he was able to educate them about anything. Rather, they

seemed to stick to their pre-interview misconceptions as they regurgitated the false talking points the

global health establishment has pushed for generations.    Mandel started by saying he spends much of

his time on the internet. It seems he thinks doing so is making him an informed citizen when in fact it's

clear from his interaction with RFK, Jr. that he has been brainwashed by the false narrative propagated for

so long by pharmaceutical, public health, and government actors more generally. I fear he is

representative of a huge potion of the public. The interview shows how di�cult it is to turn this ship

around.
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WillieBe

I am not sure if they are brainwashed. I believe it is more of an actor, being paid to play a part to

in�uence public perception.
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MoMac46

Mandel and Shultz are just like the mass of people who are mainstream media controlled and missing

critical thinking. It was cringeworthy to watch
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bee70578

Although those will be the kind of arguments put forward in the tv campaign debates, I imagine. You

can see they had trouble with the Cutter reference and were a bit shaken by the corporate bene�ts to

so-called regulators. The MSM has a lot to answer for, including many deaths.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

bee70578

Yes, watching them quote the CDC at him speaks volumes! However, the balance does appear to be

changing. I know several vaccine- injured people, plus their friends or relatives, who swear never to

take another jab for example, or to trust anyone in a position of power without a much more thorough

assessment than from the MSM. They seem to have woken up �nally. I notice much more support on

platforms such as Facebook when referring to the in�uence of the WEF/Davos crowd on our

politicians rather than previous accusations of 'conspiracy theory.' Change is happening. Of course the

WEF manages to regularly shoot itself in the foot by publicly discussing plans such as 'halving the

world population', 'implanting workers with chips for increased productivity' or the possibility of

introducing 'expiring universal digital incomes. Hopefully these clown groups contain the seeds of

their own eventual demise.
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way3658

As a Canadian, I cringed when Howie divulged his Canadian roots. His bombast would never survive

here.
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epi-cure

Celebrate Americans ! We're off the hook for once by not being the ignorant American talk show host.

The Canadian (worry not my boreal friends; I know you don't want him either) mediocre at best

comedian has descended still farther down the mediocrity ladder. I suspect RFK takes daily high-

pressure showers, attempting to cleanse himself of the stupidity funk he encounters along the way.
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yon3943

Yes, 100%. I had to quit watching way before the end, but got the point thoroughly.
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wareagle82

"Mandel tries to say that health o�cials never said COVID-19 shots would prevent COVID," Set aside for a

second the breathtaking lie that Howie told and ask this: if the vax does NOT prevent the virus, then why

would any sane person want to take it? That is, after all, the whole point of being inoculated against

something. No one takes the polio or measles or other vaccine because it might "make their cases less

severe," which is what the original talking point of e�cacy devolved into. It is beyond ba�ing that, even at

this point in history, there remain people who refuse to critically think and reason based on the evidence at

hand.

It's one thing to disagree with Kennedy on policy positions, and I am in that camp. There are certain views

he has that do not square with mine. Still, that doesn't make him a horrible person, nor does it make him

someone to be silenced. It just makes him someone with a viewpoint different from mine, the sort of thing

we encounter every day. Maybe he can persuade me, maybe not. Either way, I'm not going to dismiss him

or ignore any points where we might agree, because who does that?
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lfmazz

“They don't like me because they get their news from TV. And people who get their news from TV are

going to have a very low opinion of me because the television networks are, you know, uniformly against

me.” RFK Jr. on Baby Boomers. I'm a Baby Boomer and I stopped watching TV "news" four years ago and I

vet every word from the inter web. I don't hold a "low opinion" of Mr. Kennedy. But the opinion I do have is

�rm; RFK Jr. is a socialist. The very type of a person his uncle and father fought against. How do I know

that? Because I'm a Baby Boomer. NOR do I trust entertainers to provide policy guidance on anything other

than how to entertain. I am most certainly not going to trust Mr. Mandel or his daughter on public health

policy.

Germaphobes have missed the point all together and for 30 years I was responsible for formulating public

health policy for workplace chemical and biological exposures. So neither of these guys have much to

offer in this arena. IF it took you FOUR YEARS to �gure out that SARS-COV-2 was man made, not lethal for

the healthy, not a threat to children, that government agencies, pharmaceutical companies, and hospital

all pro�ted from this debacle and kept you from obtaining treatments that worked. You've got a bigger

problem than choosing sides in a debate between two entertainers: the politician and the comedian.
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Country_Me

Kennedy, Jr.'s record for many years going up against Corp corruption and WINNING tells me all I need

to know! I agree with him on most issues. There is no one I agree with on everything but he comes the

closest to my views. He is more for our freedoms than Trump or Biden!
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bee70578

To my mind we have a bunch of rabid Centrists now posing as 'socialists' in both the US and UK. I don't

see Biden or Starmer as honest representatives of the Left, however else I might regard them.

Personally I'd support anyone who aims to genuinely clear the swamp regardless of party labels, in

particular those who bucked the local vaccine mandates.
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Dr.Ginge

Howie Mandel & his daughter are the epitome of ignorance. JFK Jr. is a great man and sadly telling the

truth for which they are not interested in listening nor learning. Howie go back to Communist Canada. You

are an embarrassment. Being a useful idiot for the left has paid off monetarily, but you sold out to the evil.

We won’t forget.
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artist.jill

Please consider signing the petition to enable Secret Service protection for Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s safety.

The Biden administration has denied Secret Service protection to RFK, Jr. 3 times now! It is *totally

unprecedented* to deny an application for protection! The U.S. has granted SS protection to all major

Pres. candidates up to a year prior to an election. The other major candidates have been granted

protection, so it is only fair for RFK, Jr. as well! NBC's own recent poll shows RFK, Jr. at 34%!!

Nikki Haley has just been granted SS protection, and her polling is a fraction of RFK, Jr.'s. This post is not

to ask you to vote for him; this is simply an appeal to the reasonable nature of people who follow a site on

wellness. Go here, it only takes a minute to do: security.kennedy24.com  “It may not seem very signi�cant

what you do, but it’s very important you do it.” (~Gandhi) Humongous thanks to those who signed this the

other day, and thanks in advance to those who are willing to today!!
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WillieBe

The difference is that the establishment is promoting Haley and wants her to win the Republican

nomination because she is one of them. RFK Jr defected from the Democrat party. They do not want

to even acknowledge that RFK Jr. is running.
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Concerned Patriot

It is likely that the Secret Service is responsible to some degree for the deaths of both JFK and RFK.

As a survivor, why would RFK Jr. want their protection? He is wealthy enough to provide his own.
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artist.jill

Denying Secret Service protection is likely a strategic move on the part of the establishment: the more

spent on private security, the less available for the campaign. The cost of his private security runs to 6

�gures per month. RFK Jr doesn't pay for this out of his pocket, it comes from the campaign which is

funded by small donations by citizens not PACs. Most are unaware of this issue due to the media's

misrepresentation or outright lack of coverage. This link explains a little more about the need:

security.kennedy24.com
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Boomeree

I've not ever trusted a Kennedy runing for o�ce because of their immoral behavior over many years (think

Ted Kennedy). I appreciate RFK Jr on vaccines, though.
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nan6449

Howie and RFK...The I Q difference is astonishing!
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brodiebrock12

"that used health CRISIS to impose totalitarian control worldwide" People so often seem to forget this

intentionality in the great plandemic of 2020. Look what was accelerated in that time in America and the

west in general since, and now May 2024 looms with the WHO treaty pending. Just another step in the

2030 agenda. Forest for the trees
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maypoboy

I believe if people knew the truth about Beauchamps’ terrain theory of disease vs Louis Pasteur’s false

germ theory vaccines would be a thing of the past. There is much information on the web about this if you

can get beyond the fake fact checkers. I think Pasteur was a paid off pawn of the early medical industrial

complex. It’s been said that he confessed on his deathbed that Beauchamps was correct. Interesting

article  yummy.doctor/blog/dr-stefan-lanka-discusses-the-false-germ-theory-and-..
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yon3943

I think you may be right. I'm leaning more in this direction lately, as I explore the issue.
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hoplitex

Thank you for the link. I'd never heard of Beauchamps before. So much of what we believed was true

is being exposed as lies. Literally, the only thing I trust is pure mathematics, because so much of it is

devoted to provable correctness.

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

aeoadvocate

Howie's daughter isn't doing him any favors as a co-host. She's uninformed but just keeps quoting her

computer trying to take on RFK, Jr. who is probably the most knowledgeable person on vaccines. I �nd her

obnoxious. I couldn't even watch the entire interview...RFK, Jr. stayed calm but I did not. At this time I will

be voting for RFK, Jr. and I'm a Baby Boomer who no longer watches any mainstream media. I'm disgusted

with our government, the CDC, the WHO, big pharma and majority of our medical people (and I'm a retired

pediatric nurse). I really don't believe anything they say or do.
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WillieBe

I believe Howie’s show with his daughter is a counter to Rosanne Barr’s podcast with her son. Both

comedians with differing opinions.
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TruthST8up

Understand... Putin does not necessarily have to be the "BAD GUY", even though he may not be the "good

guy". ARE THERE any "Good" guys? Is the U.S. a "Good guy"?  What is the de�nition of those words "good"

and "bad" in this context? and WHO determines the validity of those de�nitions...? Does "good" merely

mean "whoever agrees with the corrupt Anti-president of the US and his handers? The point is, Putin is no

more evil than any other governmental head of any nation. Also, HOW could what Putin did be "illegal" if

the US / Ukraine violated the treaty, if he did so (entering Crimea) WITHOUT BLOODSHED to protect

RUSSIAN PEOPLE who were being genocided, and WHO WANTED HIM to protect them? Robert, Sacred

Truth Ministries
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brianallen1

There are none good. Not one.
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Lookout

Mandel & Shultz demonstrate unbelievable crass ignorance. In addition, they are terrible interviewers.

What were you thinking about, subjecting a class act like RFK to this Democrat interrogation? I just read a

lot and I knew everything RFK said about Ukraine. They are clearly illiterate. I couldn't bear to �nish so I

stopped halfway.
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grulla

As I suggested above, Howie may have been ad-libbing RFK Jr., a trait he's all too familiar with as an

experienced professional comedian.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

san778171

Totally agree! What a father and daughter ignorance! The father does not even know the dangers of

HFCS. What a closed mind couple! Unbelievable!

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

yon3943

Yes, same here.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

Cathyval

I have serious concerns about RFK, Jr. He has a history. His previous deeds and words do not match more

recent ones. So will the real Bobby Kennedy stand up. His actions with women are a concern. He is pretty

much accepted by media that I have questions with. I �nd myself more and more coming to see that

THOSE THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO SEE AND HEAR ARE THE VERY ONES YOU SHOULD SEE AND HEAR.

Anyone remember Dr. Ron Paul and what all media did to the one many who would have saved this

country beginning 2008? Now there was leadership, integrity, brilliance. https://rfkexposed.com/   Let's

talk learning, check out Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai.
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hoplitex

America missed a golden opportunity with Dr. Ron Paul. ---------- Could have sworn I made a post IN

THIS THREAD about how RFK, Jr., sidestepped Dr. Jordan Peterson's pointed questions about

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. RFK, Jr., essentially refused to come clean about his views on DEI in

that live interview. ---------- America is a mess. Merit-based hiring and promotion are what we, as a

rotting nation, desperately need. Anything else demonstrates arrogance. We're not the greatest any

more. We lost that place catering to snow�akes, and the rest of the world is thrilled about it.

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

mommabearak

May God bless this man and keep him safe. He speaks the truth and as history shows, that doesn’t end

well.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

ali31849

Mandel is just as uninformed, ignorant and dogmatically incorrect about vaccines as most celebrities and

politicians. Par for the course that a Canadian-born-and-raised former comedian with barely a high school

diploma, who is loyal to and completely dependent on pharmaceuticals to manage his crippling phobias,

would try to undermine, with the label of "anti-vaxxer", the only presidential candidate who is truly ethical,

educated, and knowledgable about politics, constitutional law, geography, modern history and science.
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aeoadvocate

And his daughter is doing him no favors being his co-host. She shows her ignorance throughout the

interview. Just because she's a famous person's daughter does not mean she has credibility. That is

evident.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

ElectionFraudInvestigator

Hazardous vaccinations are not the only political issue. The US is running almost exclusively on false

government sponsored mass media propaganda promoting nearly every evil imaginable as if it were the

truth, and the way people should think. Demented Joe has been a compete disaster. He wasn't elected,

and has sponsored and fueled costly wasteful wars all over the planet. He was put in place by the Deep

State. I don't think much of RFK Jr. either. While more coherent, he's still a Democrat at heart, and the

undemocratic Democrats actually rejected him. I see him as being lost in the swamp. His message is too

confused to be effective or even bene�cial.

It would be different had he rejected the undemocratic Democrats from the outset. I am a registered

Independent and neither major political party represents me. At the present moment in time the

undemocratic Democrats are the most horri�c. 3rd parties don't have a chance given a massively ignorant

and fully brainwashed electorate. Any Republicon who constantly refers to the Democrats as the

"democratic party" is a complete moron. That would include Steve Bannon - a chronic loud mouthed

offender, somewhat similar to Najarata Haley, the Countesse Dracula, a truly venomous viper.
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brianallen1

Howie is a twit. A delusional germaphobe. I saw him perform decades ago during the height of his comic

popularity and walked out. Not funny, childish and boring. Never walked out on any other show in my

lifetime.
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hoplitex

hoplitex has deleted the comment.

 

Arlen1

It's not practiced much anymore. We learned it in debate class. There was a time when someone who

couldn't debate respectfully would never get elected. It didn't matter how good, smart, ethical, or right

they were. If you couldn't engage in debates without throwing curse words or insulting people you

would have a short career as a politician and/or leader in anything. Sadly, those days are almost gone.

If you can't grandstand and throw �ts on the stage like Omar or AOC you don't win elections, especially

in blue states. It is disappointing to see our politics going down this path. There are others like

Kennedy that still live by the ethical code of "they serve the people " and they did it eloquently.

Tulsi Galbert of Hawaii and Harold Ford Jr of Tennessee (he's no longer in TN) are 2 that are still

politically active but neither hold any position because they are not radical enough. They both can

have intelligent and civil debates, but they don't grandstand or put on a freak show like AOC or Omar

do. This is a crisis! Public mental health is at stake. If something or someone doesn't do something

soon turn this ship around we will lose our country to the radicals. It will always be the Biden's vs

Trump's if something doesn't change moving forward.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

tib9253

I don’t have anything against Kennedy except he is a Democrat. I have promised myself, even though I

have always tried to vote for the best candidate in times past, and sometimes it was a Democrat; after

Biden and his terrible socialistic, America hating Dems in the whole government Cabal I promised myself I

NEVER will vote for ANY Democrat again, NEVER.
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stelmar1

One additional point about "abortion" a word that rolls so easily and without concern off the tongue of

many. It still has not dawned upon those who howl "a woman's right to her own body", that the real issue is

not the rights to her body, but the right of life to the unborn human life in her body. It is supposed to be

protected by the Constitution, so consider this. If the U.S. Constitution can be so interpreted to allow one

category of human life to be terminated without cause or due process, it is just a matter of time till other

categories of human life will also be terminated without cause of due process. Why are we surprised at all

the deaths that have been orchestrated through the covid �asco, the Ukraine �asco, the Israel �asco and

on and on??? Those who support the typical abortion on demand will be stupidly wondering why their own

life has such little value, as the great reset closes in.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

chris2244

It is very di�cult to listen to that 'discussion' in which a TV clueless completely illiterate in science, plus

his teen (who blindly cites just CDC, WHAT A JOKE!!!, not to mention quite a lack of respect for an older

person, in particular WAY MORE EDUCATED than herself, showing the only feature of her, she can read, at

least......), tries to take stand and refuses to even to listen properly!!! I feel pity RFK even got involved in

this, thus have to admire his patience a LOT, well got only to 51'th min, so far...., and now got to the end,

with good outcome, despite of these turbulences;)) It is precious though in order to understand the war

issues and the history! Thank you for posting this Dr. Mercola;) The lies around the entire covid19, are just

staggering.

In my own family, every single 'vulnerable elder' who got the shots, DIED. 3 people!!! Every single young

who got it, has serious health issues, including jaw bone CANCER!!! The last uncle, a Christian, took HIS

LIFE after the 4th P�zer shot!!! All of this is a crime of astronomic proportions! If you want more science

about it, please go to mejbcart.substack.com and read, or any other source, which properly names covid

genetically modifying injection materials... You can �nd there also more on the furin site relating it to

certain races, for which RFK was SO CRITICIZED: mejbcart.substack.com/.../ctcctcg-gcggg-cacgtag-and-

the-�ve  it is all about SCIENCE!!!
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iro5345

Vaccines are bad. One of our neighbors died of a cardiac arrest after receiving the Covid vax. Another

neighbor died of Cancer from the Covid vax. We have another childhood boy who is severely disabled from

childhood vaccines. We had 3 children from 4 different families at a church we used to attend.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

larrydmi

A fact everyone should learn from this is Robert Kennedy Jr has been most of his life working for the

better health of our planet & you can any other one running for President of the United States claim this?

or has the real experience to �x major problems in our country & end never ending wars? he has my vote &

I have hope for a better world if he becomes President

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

btryan1

I've seen enough of this in the �rst 40 minutes this Howie Mandel is clueless when it comes to the covid

as Kennedy spends way too much time educating this poor fella.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

nan5159

The climate control agenda is horrifying. Here in California our rain must be full of aluminum because it’s

so light you can’t really hear it, there’s is no lovely scent of petrichor, the drops are small, and there’s a

creepy off smell in our walkway to our yard and a �lmy growth that hasn’t occurred until the last couple of

years. I guess the hand of God oops “ Newsome” will do anything to stop the draught. It’s depressing. Go

RFK!
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evedawn

I'm born in 1966 and technically a boomer. What is it with boomers not seeing the Great Poisoning that is

so obvious? They should be the ones able to see the difference in our children. Watch any old movie and

see how healthy and �t children and people in general were, with bright, curious eyes. Look at our children

today: obese, dull, confused, medicated, staring at their phones, dark circles under their eyes.....except for

the unvaccinated. The parents who do/did not vaccinate their children, raise them in general good too:

with healthy organic foods, lots of time outdoors, limited screen time. It is so obvious.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

btryan1

Recheck the 1966 boomer date you refer to as a boomer since it has been my understanding boomer

classi�cation includes the years from 1946-1964. However, good chance those years have been

changed with what we have seen the past several years. Whatever the case you are right on!

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

ScanKat

They are too lazy and afraid to admit they were scammed.
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ZTFZTF

Also true re: geoengineering! Actually, anyone over 40 should be able to clearly see that the skies are

rarely normal anymore. We used to be able to enjoy gorgeous blue skies with real clouds, not the

hideous chemical wisps and haze omnipresent most days.  - Thankfully, I feel that more people are

waking up to the geoengineering. IMO, the Carbon Agenda is not only about the 'elites' trying to gain

more control over our rights but it also helps to cover up the damage from geoengineering.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

akanemd

This is for Country_Me on his comment on mcportaro True may not be the best man for the job, but he is

what the country needs. 60 million Republicans believe that the election was stolen. Probably many

Democrats feel the same way and are happy about that. It is hard to gage a number on the Democrats, but

anyone who says 2020 was the most "fair and free election" you can be sure that he/she thinks it was

stolen. Clearly many people tried to steal the election. Whether they did or Biden legitimately won has yet

to be determined. The courts refused to look into this. But those who tried to rig the election cannot feel

that they got away with it. If Trump returns to o�e, then they failed.

Our country cannot survive if many or most people feel that the election system is not fair. We certainly

can't have people who are empowered to cheat in the elections. Trump made mistakes, but the economy

was good and he didn't start any foreign wars. It wasn't so much as he was divisive, but the news media

and Democrats claimed he was divisive. Actually, they were the ones being divisive and still are. Racism

was nearly �nished in 2008, but Obama and now Biden have brought it all back again. The country will

survive Trump as president. RFK has no chance. That is being realistic. However, if Trump does not get

bak in then I am afraid our election system is at risk.
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WillieBe

Well said akanemd.

 Posted On 02/23/2024
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MMaster

Election system: not just at risk, but deader'n a doornail.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

Heartcom777

Why did they not ask Kennedy about the issue that most Americans are most concerned about--the open

border and what he would do about it? Kennedy may be pro-choice, but if he is for open borders, then he is

pro-death. I like RFK Jr and would vote for him even over Trump if he would move to the right on abortion

and run on securing our borders. I think Trump would be smart if he would promise, when elected, to make

Kennedy head of the Dept of Health and Human Services so he cold clean up those agencies.

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

carolpie

peggyhall.substack.com/p/you-were-right-about-rfk-jr?publication_id=10..   "You Were Right About RFK

Jr."
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stelmar1

Kennedy was doing superbly until he was asked his position on abortion. He stated that he views this

decision is entirely up to the woman. So my question is "What decision is up to the woman?" Is it the

decision on whether to kill her unborn baby or not to kill it? Regardless of all the mirrors and smoke

screens that may be employed to get around this simple question, it still remains the �nal, simple

question. What grows in a woman's womb is not a cat, a snake, a grapefruit or an insect. It is either a

human life or a tumor.
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joh60912

Howie, I like you. I saw you 50 years ago when you were just starting out in music in small town Ontario,

Canada. Bobby knows what he's talking about. I know you can see that. So check your attitude and listen.

Ignorance, beliefs and cultural consensus are not virtues. So don't try to use them in a confrontation with

knowledge and truth. What a great demonstration of the persistence of bias. I wish I had RFK's

composure.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

san778171

What a father and daughter ignorance! The father does not even know the dangers of HFCS. What a

closed mind couple! Unbelievable!
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020202

It seems Howie had him on so he could disprove RFK, I'll never watch another Howie interview. I wonder

who would be RFK's vice pick? Short list should have Rand Paul.
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MMaster

No way would RFK choose Rand Paul. RFK is a socialist. Moreover Rand Paul would never agree to run

with him.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

Naplam

My problem with the 2024 election is ALL of the candidates! I never in my life thought I would have to

choose between a geriatric lying fool (Biden) who thinks the US Presidency is a dictatorship, a full-

blown Narcissist who thinks he's God or something (Trump), and a climate activist that appears to

have suffered a nervous breakdown (Kennedy). No offense/insult intended for Kennedy. I know his

mind is sound, but the POTUS has to have a showing of strength. He/She must be sharp as a tack and

quick to respond. Our adversaries see disabilities as vulnerabilities. Biden and Kennedy are disabled.

Unfortunately, that leaves a 4-year candidate the only option. That's a very bad option. I've been saying

it since 2000. Every election year gets worse. Will we ever have viable/legitimate presidential

candidates to vote for again? Will we ever have another Ronald Reagan?
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Country_Me

Naplam not sure how you can think Kennedy, Jr doesn't show strength after all the years he has fought

corp corruption literally and WON. Someone would have to be mentally sharp to go up against them

and win.

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

ScanKat

RFK Jr is on record saying he knows the evidence of the bad science for virus isolation and that they are

not telling us the truth about contagion, but the public is not ready for those truths. Not honest.
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Country_Me

He is right! Too many people still believe what the major news tells them.
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roadrunnerisp

Now, if this interview would/could be on, say 60 Minutes or another legacy media outlet, that would be

GREAT.... instead of wasted on Howie Mandel and his daughter. Of course, we know that will never

happen. Besides Event 201, the plandemic preview......the de�nition of vaccine was changed to suit the

prevailing narrative........as was the number of cycles the PCR tests were run through
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yon3943

From what I've been able to piece together, the # of "cycles the PCR were run through" barely begins to

scratch the surface of the corrupt and devious psy-op involving it's deployment against humanity.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

pecanroll

Howie popularized that stupid �st bump. Let them take the dam shots.
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ScanKat

He has OCD

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

deepdance1hotmail.com

Mandel is a well-known germaphobe so naturally he's going to have a pro-vaccine bias. the human race

has managed to survive thus far because of the natural immune system and i believe that vaccines are

compromising this miraculous feature.
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WillieBe

Mandel was was either easily bamboozled & mesmerized by magic tricks on AGT, or he was very good

at acting the part. Either way, I will not take advice from someone who is gullible or manipulative.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

m231231

At least he can talk. That’s an improvement right there. I still chuckle when he testi�ed at congress re free

speech and dems wouldn’t allow it.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

saames

So-what do we do? Trump and RFKjr are both running against Biden, whom we HAVE to get out of o�ce.

But a vote for either splits the “conservative “ vote in two and dilutes it. Add in voter fraud which I’m sure

will still play a part in our elections even though I’ve read of a few cleanups. So are we doomed again?
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WillieBe

We are not doomed. The problem I have with RFK is who he would surround himself with in his

cabinet, or who he would select to the Supreme Court. When Trump was elected in 2016, he going to

bring in Kennedy to be over healthcare but was talked out of it. I think Trump 2.0 will no longer listen

to those voices, and will understand what is necessary to push the Senate to con�rm pro America

choices for his cabinet.
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Country_Me

WillieBe you think? There is no reason to trust Trump ever again after he failed to drain the swamp and

fast tracked those vaccines saying they are safe and great and signing to continue sec 702. I don't

have to think. I know I don't trust him!

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

mei9282

Will any of the laws change? Everyone should have an expiration date. It could always be renewed. Pass a

law that all laws nine years or newer will disappear on their tenth anniversary. Every other law has 1 -10

years of life left, depending on decades on the books. It will give the legislatures something worthwhile to

do.

 Posted On 02/23/2024

 

Arlen1

"Russia has long been very clear about the fact that it will not allow Ukraine to join NATO, for the simple

fact that it would place a NATO military presence right on its border". That has never held water. There's at

least 4 NATO countries already bordering Russia. There's 5 or more if a few miles of water is overlooked.

Alaska is very close to Russia!
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Arlen1

Don't quote me on this. Since yesterday's article on AI was such a hit I decided to ask Bing's AI bot

(Copilot) "why does Russia want Ukraine?" I got 3 answers. #1: Reestablishing a Russian Empire, #2:

Preventing Democratic Encirclement, #3: Domestic Russian Politics (Russia is captured/ran by

Oligarchs). Some or none of this maybe true. Maybe it is true. I disagree with all 3. I already explained

why the NATO argument doesn't hold water. That's why we have debates. In my opinion, the reason

Putin wants Ukraine is so he can have more control over the energy sectors in that region. Again, the

energy thing is just my opinion and I'm probably wrong. If it really is about NATO, that's bordering on

insanity seeing how there's at least 4 NATO countries already bordering RUSSIA (6+ if 100 miles of

water doesn't count). Seriously, de�ne what a border is. Tennessee and Arkansas are separated by the

Mississippi River, but they are considered border states.
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fanofjesus

the democrat party has made a mistake not embracing him--something not possible for them, as they

don't tolerate anyone deviating from the platform--cuz he is going to split the dem party and cause them

to lose the white house. They can't get out of their own way

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

TashuS

Hi I'm in California and wanted to vote in the primaries for Kennedy but he's not on the ballot. I'm

perplexed on how he can have a chance to win if voting for him isn't an option. We need someone that is

actually for the people running this country. I wrote twice to his o�ce on asking how to vote for him, but

got no response. I know they are busy but this in important to get out there. Does anyone have this infor

for me?
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Hopeful_One

I think RFK, Jr. is right on regarding the vaccines and the endless wars. I enjoyed hearing his discussion on

this subject with all his knowledge of the inner workings and people involved in the NIH, etc. He is an

articulate man. His voice has gotten better since he began to run for o�ce. Probably become stronger.

The discussion on censorship was troubling, but at least Kennedy believed it was govt who should not be

involved in censoring speech. Individuals should be allowed to give their opinions, even when they are

dead wrong. Censoring opinions cost many people their lives in regard to the covid vaccines, or their

health. He is dead wrong regarding abortion, which is the ultimate human right to life.

No mother should have a right to destroy/murder her unborn baby. That decision, to not have a child

should be a moot point after pregnancy. From that point on it is to care for and protect that child, even if

you give it up for adoption. Abortion is 100% murder and always against God's law concerning human life.

Those who have done it are not guiltless and will be held accountable - if not in this life, in the life to

come. We should make them accountable in this life, including all the justices and lawmakers and

presidents and so on who have gone along with this holocaust for generations.
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hisgarness

I so respect and admire RFK, Jr.  He is intelligent, physically �t, incredibly well informed, has problem

solutions and is not for sale.  That he has been thrown under the DNC bus in favor of Biden reveals all one

needs to know about that Party.  I do hope he gets to the �nish line.  I would love to vote for a candidate

that I want.

 Posted On 02/24/2024

 

chezron

RFK Jr. is a good kind and smart man who would be an excellent president.
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cow5815

Beware of the army of trolling nay-sayers that has been deployed by the powers-that-be that fear RFK Jr,

whose mission it is to smear him and spread doubt and falsehoods and misconstrued opinions about him

in any way they can. Are some of the commenters here letting themselves be in�uenced by them, or are

they perhaps part of this deployed army? Biden & Trump are complicit in the crimes of Dr. Fauci and his

cronies. Biden & Trump stood idly by, doing nothing as Fauci destroyed lives and the economy, and

carrying out the pandemic planners' agenda. Biden & Trump endorsed Fauci time and again, abdicating

any leadership that Americans entrusted to them.

And to date, neither Biden nor Trump have called Fauci to account for his historic crimes against millions

of people worldwide, and they likely never will since they were active participants. RFK Jr never endorsed

Fauci & Trump's “Operation Warp Speed” jab plan, or the reckless gain-of-function (read: gain-of-harm)

research both Trump & Biden enabled. Unlike Biden &Trump, RFK Jr. will hold Fauci & Co accountable for

their crimes, and he is the only one with the skill, independence and determination to do so. As discussed

in The Wuhan Cover-Up (a must-read book), both Biden & Trump betrayed humanity by carrying out

depraved demands by the military pharma bioweapons complex: Trump lifted a moratorium on gain-of-

function research (which is a lipstick-on-a-pig term for bioweapons development whose sole purpose &

end result is to kill & maim large numbers of human beings, with zero actual historical bene�t to humanity

despite hyped-up promises), & Biden signed an executive order continuing this risky activity, ensuring that

billions more taxpayer dollars are siphoned into these senseless endeavors.

Inevitable lab leaks now happen daily from the hundreds of such labs, whether by accident, theft or

deliberate release, some with potential far worse than the weaponized C-19 virus.
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cow5815

Both major political parties are active participants, concealing their corrupt complicity from a woefully

uninformed public via the paid-off media. The only way out of this is to have an awakened public

willing to see the current system for what it is and elect a president with not only the ability to stand

up to the cabal, but the prowess to root out the underlying corruption that enabled the Covid debacle

in the �rst place. He has the savvy, determination and skill to hold those responsible accountable, to

bring everything out into the open, and to clean up the captured, corrupt and ineffective agencies so it

doesn't happen again.

He has the wisdom and wherewithal to carry out his promises. Let's look at what he'll do as president:

Re-build the gutted middle class; get corrupt corporate in�uence out of government so our agencies

protect the public rather than enriching corporations; breathe new life into the dying American Dream

with new housing and low-interest loans for young people to be able to get their foot in the door of

home ownership; hold Fauci & Co accountable; �x immigration by stopping the �ood of illegals,

sealing the border and facilitating an appropriate level of lawful, orderly immigration; reduce

corruption and coercion in the media and social media; and end the forever wars and have no new

wars on his watch.

Just consider that last one. It's the epitome of being a peace candidate. That alone would stem the

current siphoning of America's wealth that's now funding wars and bioweapons and enable us to �x

our crumbling infrastructure, reduce chronic disease in children and adults, clean up the toxic food

supply and environment, invest in jobs and education, and more.
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cow5815

If he can be heard on a national scale in debates, and if he can be added to the ballots, I think a critical

mass will vote him into o�ce, hopefully for two terms. We can all bene�t tremendously when he

restores our democracy and brings integrity back into the mainstream. Perhaps it is hard to �nd a

perfect candidate in some people's eyes, and I think many are taking a tiny snippet out of context

deliberately to cast doubt. Please, everyone, don't believe the nay-sayers, and counter them with truth

whenever you see them.
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KKGerman

If one is an advocate for health freedom, period, RFK unfortunately doesn't cut it. He is a PRO-vaxxer and

the only reason he isn't for covid shots is their safety record. If RFK is satis�ed that a shot is "safe" be

ready to roll up your sleeve in a mandatory jab campaign. If I don't want to be a pin cushion I shouldn't be

forced to be one, period. Peggy Hall of the Healthy American makes some great points.

www.youtube.com/.../ZfOmu7LhSHI
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LDOriole

AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. HOWIE MANDEL: "On the "AGT" set, Mandel says his fellow judges are

understanding and considerate of his condition and everyone he works with is "so open about mental

health." He also praised his co-judge Simon Cowell, 64, for recently revealing he went to therapy to help

treat his depression. Mandel says it can be especially intimidating for people of his and Cowell's

generation to share their mental health struggles."
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LDOriole

pdg1958 EXACTLY, JUST ANOTHER DIMWIT DEMOCRAT:  "Despite Kennedy’s recent claims of standing

against government censorship, he has in the past called for conservative opponents of top-down

responses to climate change to be jailed. During an interview at the 2014 People’s Climate March, he said

that “treasonous” billionaire businessmen Charles and David Koch “should be enjoying three hots and a

cot at The Hague with all the other war criminals.” In the same interview, Kennedy said that he “wish[ed]

there was a law you could punish them [politicians who disagreed with him] under.”
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ironpuppy92765

I hope this 2024 election won’t be a repeat of the 1992 election when Ross Perot ran.
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GoldCoaster

Fantastic video, love JFK jnr.!  What drives him is his religion/God, he's said. Many may be interested to

know he went to Japan for surgery on his vocal cords, which was very successful with signi�cant

improvement, and without surgery he would have been in big trouble with his voice, or words to that

effect. His condition does not cause him any discomfort or pain when speaking, which from the way it

sounds, people may presume it would.
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Dankaczyk

“They weren’t treating people. It's the �rst time there's been a respiratory illness in history — if you go to

hospital with a �u, they'll give you something for all your symptoms — they said no nothing [for COVID].

Why were they doing that? What RFK Jr, has uncovered in this one sentence should shake the foundations

of the entire healthcare industry (or is that 'healthcare conspiracy'). It is an ethical travesty beyond all

comprehension that hospitals would refuse to give COVID patients Tylenol or Motrin, the two over-the-

counter medications that are the current standard of care for patients with �u, and both of which are in

most people's home medicine cabinets. I'm con�dent that RFK Jr. knows how to �x this, and I'm even more

con�dent that he will.
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Trish Foley

Listening to Howie Mandel makes me cringe - leaves me embarrassed as a Canadian. It's mystifying how

such an uninformed individual gets a microphone.
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GoldCoaster

I've never hear Mandel before, but from watching the video, I think RFK jnr turned him around, don't

you think? He was in admiration of RFK jr in his parting comments.
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nan6449

Howie and his daughter...poster- people for ignorance!
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dahinton

Howie Mandel is an ass, and RFK Jr. just took him to school. Doubtful if howie learned anything.
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Naplam

Howie Mandel is an idiot.
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yon3943

At 20+minutes into the interview, having trouble listening to it because of the host/daughter team who ask

a few reasonable questions but seem too ignorant of history and other issues (now they're on to

"vaccines", don't think I can continue to endure this) to qualify to be interviewing an important �gure like

RFKjr. A big part of Howie Mandel's comedic fame was based on sounding like a moron (while pointing out

ironies). As the interview goes on now, he is clearly an obnoxious, ignorant (phucking) moron. And now I

realize the apt title of the article (which is not the descriptor used in the news letter, per practice) which I

hadn't paid attention to initially--so I'll cope w/ the moron(s) and continue tentatively w/ the interview. My

question: is Howie powered by his own idiocy and ego alone, or subsidized like so many BS loudmouths

by the cabal?
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brianallen1

Both. All media is 100% controlled, but Howie is a fool unto himself.
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larrydmi

Big problem with ANY debate is where are you getting your information? is it veri�able is it fact based? is

it from a trusted source? or from the many fake & propaganda based major news sites & many internet

sites also research is required to �nd the facts & truth also which sites are fake news & which ones tell the

truth & facts
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N_b2054

i believe in Bobby Kennedy. i haven’t heard his opinion abt Israel which would be a game changer for me. i

am shocked how anyone can be so ignorant abt the whole covid scam. but i’ve listened to the truth since

the beginning thru many sources.
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toggerakinpm.me

“Thanks JFK, Jr.” “No thank you Howie.” At least he admits to being ignorant though he insists on

sounding smart that Howie Mandel. That is how and why the media is and has been weaponized against

the American people. Luckily for gentleman like RFK, Jr. we may still have hope of regaining some logic

and sanity in this country.
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tintrach123

Mandel AND daughter (liken to kindergarteners) vs RFK JR (liken to high school state championship

winners) are going head to head on the vax issue.  ARE YOU KIDDING ME????  LOLLLLLLLLLLLLLL. These

egomaniacs who live in the dark woke underwater of the sea of denial and idiocy are members of the

same pack who honestly (used very loosely) believe that the current commander in chief is mentally

healthy and doing a great job.  One must wonder what the emperors in their muddled murky worlds are

wearing.
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drchuck48

Mandel is a well known germaphobe. That says it all.
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auntiem611

HM's daughter worships at the altar of Big Pharma. Allow her "her body her choice." But remember, if you

get injured or killed.....Your body..Your choice. Remember you CANNOT SUE IF YOU ARE INJURED OR

KILLED BY ANY JAB!!!
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goo6050

Great interview. It con�rmed my resolve to NOT support Kennedy due to his belief that it is ok to murder

pre born babies. He says it’s a woman’s choice. No, she makes her choice when she spreads her legs.

Pregnancy is always a possibility, therefore, choose to NOT get pregnant before you engage in an activity

that can guarantee that possibility. If a country has no regard for human life inside the womb, how can it

possibly care about those who are already here. Regardless of my agreement with him on literally every

other issue, the right to life will always win. So Trump has retained my vote.
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MrPlod

If Trump doesn’t make it ,due to Persecution ,for being Unique amongst Politicians, then RFK Jnr ,is the

Next best option.! Knowledgeable and Articulate in his Explanations, doesn’t get side tracked by

Interviewers, interjections, Tells it like it is! No Wa�e, a direct answer to a Direct Question. (Unheard of

amongst Politicians.) Sounds like He was well Trained, amongst Americas First Family. President in

Waiting.!
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Malta12

Country_Me, you nailed it in my opinion.  Not surprisingly, the negative comments made here about

Kennedy and his "stance" on certain issues came with no actual documentation to back up the claims

which happens all too often when people go about the task of labeling Kennedy.  Howie and his daughter

were exhausting, and Bobby was a saint to sit through that farce they referred to as an interview.
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epi-cure

Bobby's World, no kidding !. . . . was the 40-plus years ago Howie Mandel prescient? In the world of what-

ifs, one of the greatest of all might be what if RFK became president. Might Julian Assange become the V-

P after biden exonerates him in an attempt to curry favor with the electorate (

www.kennedy24.com/assange-petition  ). Then Tulsi Gabbard should head the state department so in the

future to avert this type of extortion diplomacy www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/02/bipartisan-group-us-

senators-�ies-hu..    And while I'm dreaming, RFK at his inauguration speech tells America, "don't look to

me for your answers. No president can save America. It's not our job. Invigorate your citizenship, study

and apply our Constitution and realize government was always intended to be most potent at the local

level. Hold your local and county o�cials accountable. Ask not what your country can do for you but what

you can (in this manner) do for your country".
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MMaster

"Ask not what your country can do for you" like let you keep your hard-earned money, "Ask what you

can do for your country." Like paying all your taxes, no matter how ridiculous or squandered by

government, without complaining.
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epi-cure

MMaster that's your take on what I wrote, not mine. That quote by his Uncle JFK was intended for a

national audience. The quote as in my "dream" is aimed at �rst a local, then county, then state and

�nally national level, in that order. If you don't work in D.C. nor are a federal employee then you don't

owe any federal wage taxes. But I get your point because I'm cynical too and, above all, want

accountability which is still within reach in local government. Educate yourself regarding Militia of the

Several States by B.A. Winters available at Amazon and elsewhere.
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